A uniformly k-Lipschitz feedback optimal control problem is considered in a linear quadratic framework. The value function is derived by a comparison-based reasoning, via which a necessary condition to the existence of optimal solutions is obtained: optimal feedback controls must be linear.
Introduction
Let us recall the classical linear-quadratic (LQ, for short) optimal control problem. Consider the following controlled linear state equation:
ẏ(s) = A(s)y(s) + B(s)u(s), s ∈ [t, T ],
where y(·) is the state, valued in R n , with the initial state x ∈ R n at the initial time t ∈ [0, T ), u(·) is the control taken from L 2 (t, T ; R m ) (the space of all square integrable functions valued in R m where δ > 0, for any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R n , Problem (LQ) admits a unique open-loop optimal controlū t,x (·) at (t, x). Moreover,ū t,x (·) admits a closed-loop representation, by which, we mean that there exists a unique symmetric matrix-valued function P (·) satisfying a Riccati differential equation ⎧ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎩Ṗ 
(s) + P (s)A(s) + A(s) P (s) + Q(s) − P (s)B(s)R(s) −1 B(s) P (s)
=
(s) P (s)ȳ t,x (s), s ∈ [t, T ], (1.6) whereȳ t,x (·) is the state trajectory corresponding toū t,x (·). Note that since P (·) is independent of the initial condition (t, x), representation (1.6) is uniform in (t, x).
Representation (1.6) suggests that we might directly consider the following state equation (compare with (1.1)):
ẏ(s) = A(s)y(s) + B(s)ϕ s, y(s) , s ∈ [t, T ], y(t) = x,
(1.7)
with the cost functional
J t, x; ϕ(·,·) =

T t Q(s)y(s), y(s) + R(s)ϕ s, y(s) , ϕ s, y(s) ds + My(T ), y(T ) .
(1.8)
In order the state Eq. (1.7) to be well-posed, it is natural to require y → ϕ(s, y) be uniformly Lipschitz. For convenience, let us denote this class of measurable functions by Φ. Then for any ϕ(·,·) ∈ Φ, and (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × R n , the cost functional (1.8) will be well-defined, and we can pose a new optimal control problem as follows. where and hereafter, the superscript 'F ' means feedback.
Problem (LQ)
Anyφ(·,·) ∈ Φ satisfying (1.9) is called an optimal control of Problem (LQ) F , or a closedloop optimal control of Problem (LQ). FunctionV : 
thenφ(·,·) ∈ Φ and it is an optimal control of Problem
Further, (1.10) is the only optimal control of Problem (LQ) F . The above result roughly tells us that for Problem (LQ), an open-loop optimal control admits a closed-loop representation, and it leads to a closed-loop optimal control. Conversely, any closedloop optimal control must be a linear feedback control and it leads to an open-loop optimal control.
The above seems to be a perfect story. However, in a number of interesting physical problems, it is necessary to impose some additional constraints upon the control and/or the state. Examples are control with piecewise constraints [14] , energy constraints [5] , control with linear constraints [2] , state constraints [8, 9] , path constraints [12, 16] , state and control with linear inequality constraints [4, 10, 15] and quadratic constraints [13] , etc. It should be pointed out that all the above-mentioned works only involved open-loop controls, for which one can apply Pontryagin's maximum principle. We have not seen works touched the constrained closed-loop control problems, to the author's best knowledge. This author has discussed LQ control problem with constrained state linear feedback [17] 
where k is a given constant. In this paper, a uniformly Lipschitz feedback control set is presented. More precisely, mea-
Hence, our problem can be stated as follows.
(1.14)
Function V k (·,·) defined in (1.14) is called the value function of Problem (LQ) k . Strictly speaking, one continuously observes the state, but has a time delay to response and has a limited power to change control values. For example, we have a controlled system: 
for some k > 0. Now, by neglect δ, we obtain our model. The condition ϕ(· , 0) = 0 is reasonable because its corresponding cost uniquely reaches the minimum for the initial state 0 and any initial time t ∈ [0, T ). Let
Note that for k ∈ (0, k ∞ ), linear feedback controlφ(·,·) given by (1.10) does not belong to Φ k . Therefore, the study of Problem (LQ) k is by no means obvious. Without loss of generality, we may assume that R = I in what follows. Due to the (complicated) structure of Φ k , one cannot simply use the synthesis method to treat the present problem. Meanwhile, although the problem is in an LQ framework, the value function does not need to be quadratic with respect to the state variable. Therefore, the Riccati equation technique does not work either. All these make the considered problem interesting. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some previous work of the author is introduced to obtain the properties of the value function in Section 2. In Section 3, we solve Problem (LQ) k and present the main result.
Preliminary results
In this section, we present some preliminary results which will be necessary in the sequel. First we introduce the function set H.
Continuous function pair (ω, φ) ∈ R n → R m × R m belongs to H, if and only if
holds and function φ defined by
is k-Lipschitz.
and φ(·) is defined by (2.2). Clear, function pair (ω, φ) ∈ H, which means that function set H is nonempty. Further, we can present the following properties of H directly.
Lemma 2.1. If function pair (ω, φ) ∈ H, then we have
For any given x ∈ R n , the equation in (ii) holds if and only if |ω(x)| k|x|.
and define an R m×n -valued functional Θ as follows.
Then the following result holds.
Lemma 2.2. Let function pair (ω, φ) ∈ H. If there exists an
Proof. (i) By the Lipschitz property of φ, it holds that
Consequently, we obtain by Lemma 2.1 that
Note the above inequality holds for any λ ∈ R. Thus the result (i) holds.
(ii) Because of the continuity of ω at x 0 , there exists a δ > 0 such that
is a nonempty open set, there are vectors
constituting a basis of the linear space R n . Suppose c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n satisfy
. . , φ(ξ n ) are linear independent in linear space R m , which implies n m.
(iii) It is well known that any x ∈ R n has the following representation:
where
It follows from (i) that
If we denote
and
Consequently,
Then |φ(x)| = k|x| + |η| holds, which together with |φ(x)| k|x|, implies that η = 0. This means that
Therefore, |φ(x)| = k|x| holds for any x ∈ R n . Thus (iii) is obtained by Lemma 2.1.
(iv) By (2.6), we can see that function φ is linear. Therefore
holds for any x ∈ R n . This completes the proof. 2
The following result can be obtained directly by Lemma 2.2.
Corollary 2.3. If function pair (ω, φ) ∈ H, then either of following two results hold:
Further, To discuss the value function of Problem (LQ) k , we would like to recall some results from [18] . First, we introduce LQ problem with constrained state feedback matrix. Let k ∈ (0, ∞) and
Denote by Φ L k the set of all constrained linear feedback controls ϕ : 10) where and hereafter, the superscript 'L' means linear feedback. We now present the following LQ problem with constrained state feedback matrix.
Problem (LQ)
Besides, we introduce constrained feedback LQ problem. Denote by Φ N k the set of all constrained feedback controls ϕ : 11) such that the system equation
admits a unique solution for all (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R n , where and hereafter, the superscript 'N ' means nonlinear feedback. The constrained feedback LQ problem can be stated as follows. 
(2.12)
We present the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.5. Assume the value function of Problem
(LQ) k satisfies V k x (·,·) ∈ C([0, T ]; R n ). If Problem (LQ) k admits a solutionφ, then 1 2 B (t)V x (t, x) k|x|, ∀x ∈ R n , or 1 2 B (t)V x (t, x) k|x|, ∀x ∈ R n ,(2.
13) holds for any t ∈ [0, T ]. Further, if we denotē
E = t ∈ [0, T ] ∃x ∈ R n such that V x (t, x) > k|x| , (2.14) then φ(t, x) = Θ(φ(t, ·))x, ∀x ∈ R n , if t ∈Ē, ϕ(t, x) = − 1 2 B (t)V x (t, x), ∀x ∈ R n , if t ∈ [0, T ] \Ē,(2.
15)
where functional Θ is given by (2.4).
Proof. Because three feedback control sets satisfy
holds, which together with the result of Theorem 2.4, implies that Problem (LQ) k has the same value function as Problems (LQ) L k and ( 
V k t (t, x) + V k x (t, x), A(t)x + B(t)φ(t, x) + x, Q(t)x + φ(t, x),φ(t, x)
= 0, V k (T , x) = x,ϕ(t, x) = − min 1 2 B V k x (t, x) , k|x| B (t)V k x (t, x) |B (t)V k x (t, x)| ,(2.
V k t (t, x) + V k x (t, x), A(t)x + B(t)Θ(φ(t, ·))x + x, Q(t)x
+ Θ(φ(t, ·))x, Θ(φ(t, ·))x = 0, t ∈Ē, V k t (t, x) + min u∈R m { V x (t, x), A(t)x + B(t)u + x, Q(t)x + u, u } = 0, t ∈ [0, T ] \Ē, V k (T , x) = x, Mx . 2 (2.18)
Main results
In this section, we will prove that, if Problem (LQ) k admits a solutionφ(·,·), its corresponding cost function (i.e., the value function of Problem (LQ) k ) must be quadratic with respect to state variable. Consequently, the optimal feedback must be linear.
To obtain the properties of the value function, we need the following result.
Lemma 3.1. Assume V (·) is a continuous function on R n and vector-valued function ψ(x):
R n → R n satisfies ψ(x) ∈ D 1,+ x V (x), ∀x ∈ R n .
If ψ(·) is continuous, then V (·) ∈ C 1 (R n )
Proof. It follows by Fatou's lemma that, for any z, y ∈ R n ,
Hence,
Now fix an x ∈ R n , let z = x and y → x. Because of the continuity of ψ(·), we can see
If denote the sub-differential of V (·) at x by
which together with the assumption
Now we present some smoothness of function V k (·,·).
Theorem 3.2. If Problem (LQ) k admits a solutionφ(·,·), then its corresponding cost function (i.e., the value function of Problem
Proof. For any given (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × R n , letȳ t,x the corresponding state trajectory under the optimal feedback controlφ(·,·) at the initial condition (t, x). If let Ψ (·,·) being the transfer matrix of A(·), then
Thus,
hereafter, C will represent an absolute constant, which can be different from line to line. By Gronwall's inequality, we have
Hence, if x = 0,
By a direct calculation, we havē
It means that the linear feedback control
. View the feedback matrix-value function K(·) ∈ K k as the control variable for Problem (LQ) L k at the initial condition (t, x), which leads to a classical open-loop control problem. In this case,K(·) is a solution.
By the Pontraygin's Maximum Principle, there exists an adjoint functionψ t,x (·) such that [19] 
It should be pointed out that the adjoint variable ψ(·) is uniquely determined by (3.6) if (t, x) andφ(·,·) are given prior. Hence, we can define functionψ(·,·) : [0, T ] × R n as follows, 
By the continuous dependence of the solution to the above equation with respect to parameters (t, x), it follows that (ỹ t,x ,ψ t,x ) is continuous with respect to (t, x). Becauseψ(t, x) =ψ t,x (0), we obtain
It follows from the relationship between the Maximum Principle and Dynamic Programming that
Therefore, we can see that 
Proof. Take a countable dense subset of R n , ζ j ∈ R n , j = 1, 2, . . . .
If denote
then set E is Lebesgue measurable because of the continuity of V k x . Recall the definition ofĒ in (2.13). It is clear that E ⊂Ē. Conversely, if t ∈Ē, then there exists an x 0 such that |V k x (t, x 0 )| > k|x 0 |. It follows from the continuity of function V k x and the density of set {ζ j , j = 1, 2, . . .} that there exists a ζ j such that |V k x (t, ζ j )| > k|ζ j |. Hence t ∈ E. Therefore we obtain E =Ē, which implies that setĒ is also measurable. Now consider the controlled system
and cost functional
thenV (·,·) fulfills the following equation by dynamic programming principle: On the other hand, because Φ L k ⊆ Φ k and Problem (LQ) k has the same value function as Problem (LQ) L k , then any solution to Problem (LQ) L k must be a solution to Problem (LQ) k . In a word, Problems (LQ) k and (LQ) L k have the same solution set. As for Problem (LQ) L k , it has been studied in [17] .
Conclusion
This paper presents a necessary condition to the solution of a uniformly Lipschitz feedback optimal control problem in a linear quadratic framework. As a result, the solution set to this problem is equivalent to that of a linear quadratic control problem with constrained state feedback matrix, while the latter has been discussed by the author.
